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British Committee for the Universities of Palestine claimed Pearson's material downplayed Arab suffering after 294 revisions by Jewish community groups ...
Two GCSE textbooks on Middle East withdrawn after complaints by Palestine group
The government has warned schools to ensure a balanced presentation of opposing views on the conflict between Israel and Palestine, which claimed more than 250 lives last month and sparked a wave of ...
UK Education System Struggles to Prepare for Exams as Israel-Palestine Conflict Scares Publishers
Fears children not being educated on conflict amid claims of bias in content of history textbooks ...
‘Serious concerns’: UK education row as Israel-Palestine textbooks pulled
SIXTH form students will be offered the opportunity to repeat their final year – to make up for classes missed as a result of lockdown chaos. Schools and colleges will be handed cash to ...
Sixth form students can repeat their final year to make up for missed class caused by Covid chaos
Since the start of the pandemic, Mdm Shuhannah, a teacher from Madrasah Alsagoff has had to adapt in keeping tabs on her students.Since she is unable to interact with her class face to face, the ...
Apple Education lets teachers and parents creatively enhance student learning
Miss Cherish Daniel Markson, a student of Bridge House College, Lagos has been awarded the Top in World Award in Law and High Achievement in Sociology by Cambridge International. Cherish, daughter ...
Cherish Markson Wins British Council’s Cambridge Learner Award
mathematics and science exist to benefit the students. There are also plenty of opportunities to develop creativity, expression and personal wellbeing through subjects like art, music and physical ...
A nurturing, progressive education
The Government's decision to allow A-level and GCSE students to access assessment questions ... Three in five parents struggled to help children with maths Nearly three in five parents found ...
GCSE and A-level 'inconsistencies' mean pupils could have LONGER to sit SAME exam in different schools due to 'inadequate' marking guidance after tests were axed for second ...
Schools and colleges have been asked to carry out ‘an entire assessment process from scratch’, the Association of School and College Leaders says.
Majority of headteachers want 75% or more rebate on exam fees this summer – poll
Authors blame government ‘prejudice’ against humanities, as loss of applicants hits university courses ...
Novelists issue plea to save English degrees as demand slumps
In high school, because she was good at maths and sciences, Meshellae Payne decided to become an actuary. It turned out archaeology was a better fit. She considers herself fortunate that she worked ...
Virtual careers fair to show students ocean-related options
An anonymous phone call to exam board Edexcel alleged that 70 pupils at Rhyddings Business and Enterprise School, Oswaldtwistle, were given the answers before GCSE module maths exams. Edexcel ...
Report clears Oswaldtwistle school of ‘devastating’ GCSE cheating claim
Britain's Education Secretary Gavin Williamson holds a virtual news conference at 10 Downing Street, amid the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak, in London, Britain, February 24, 2021.
Impartiality urged for Israel-Palestine textbooks in British schools
This workshop helps students understand how to ... This short film will be helpful for teaching GCSE music composition. This topic appears in OCR, Edexcel, AQA, WJEC KS4/GCSE in England and ...
Music GCSE: Texture and Structure - Bach's 'Prelude in C Major'
Home schooling, earlier exams and a change to curricula has led to a year of uncertainty for A-level and GCSE students ... The school's head of maths, Beth Duffield, told ITV News West Country ...
'It's not fair' - what it's like to be labelled as 'the lost generation'
“Our staff have been giving virtual lessons at the weekend for targeted GCSE students in Key Stage 4 ... fund which will target subjects such as maths and English. A further £400 million ...
More cash needed for schools' Covid recovery, Williamson says
GCSE student Dev Sharma told ITV Lunchtime News ... as well as an expansion of the 16-19 tuition fund which will target subjects such as maths and English. A further £400 million will go towards ...
Pupils to be offered extra tuition and option to repeat year under £1.4bn plan
"Simply keeping all students in school for longer, in order to do more maths or more English, probably won't improve results much; nor is it likely to narrow the attainment gap for those who have ...
Extra classroom time may do little to help pupils recover lost learning after COVID-19
Prior to that role, he served in various positions of leadership and as a mathematics teacher ... for Kindergarten to Year 12 students. These include the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme ...
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